I. Introduction
Recently, we published our results concerning the consequences of the introduction of the combined spatula and Cytobrush sampling for cervical cytology (Boon, et al2), 1987) . It concerned smears made by general practitioners.
The method for sampling is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is clear that the Cytobrush reaches a higher point in the endocervix than the spatula: the spatula is used to sample the ectocervix.
Our goal was to receive a larger proportion of "representative smears", that are smears containing cells from the transformation zone. Here the epithelium is predetermined for neoplastic change. When the benign cells from the transformation zone are missing in the sample, there is a chance that also the malignant lesion was not sampled. In that case we have a false negative smear. Probably the false negative rate is quite high in spatula smears. In the screening program in Sweden 45 percent of the invasive carcinomas were diagnosed within five years after the first negative smear (Boon, et al.,2) 1987) . This high percentage is partly due to sampling errors in the first screening.
In The Netherlands, when a smear is not representative, the advice is given to take a new smear.
As a result, the percentage of repeat smears is quite high: in 1985 it was 32% for general practitioners. In this paper we present the results in an extended material, and we focus on the question whether there were differences in the rates of the various grades of squamous lesions.
II. Material and methods
For this study, 7,531 spatula-Cytobrush smears were available, and 33,668 spatula-alone smears. All smears were taken by general practitioners. In this material, the rates of slight dysplasia, severe dysplasia and carcinoma in situ were calculated. The diagnostic criteria for these lesions can be found in Boon and Tabbers-Boumeester3) (1980).
III. Results
The results are presented in Table 1 . In the squamous lesions, for the higher grades (severe atypical reserve cell hyperplasia, severe dysplasia, and carcinoma in situ) the effect of the introduction of the spatula-Cytobrush method was clear, while for the slight dysplasia the rate hardly increased.
IV. Discussion
The localisation of the various squamous lesions differ: Burghardto (1970) showed that dysplastic Table 1 Both effects can be explained by the efficient endocervical sampling of the Cytobrush: first, it reaches higher parts of the endocervical canal, and, second the bristles of the brush dislodge atypical epithelium lining the endocervical clefts.
In the current paper is shown that the increase in detection rate depends on the type of cervical lesion. For slight dysplasia (mainly located on the ectocervix) the increase was nil, whilst in the more severe preneoplastic lesions (mainly situated in the endocervix) the increase was 1.5 till 2.4.
So Cytobrush sampling is essential for the efficacy of detection the more severe preneoplastic lesions.
